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More skeletons to be exhumed from mass grave in
Mannaar

[TamilNet, Tuesday, 24 December 2013, 20:23 GMT]
Medical experts from Colombo must be present in order to further excavate
the recently located mass grave in Mannaar, Sri Lankan police officials said
as the work was suddenly stopped on Monday after 11 full human skeletons
were recovered from the site at Thirukkeatheesvaram. Northern Provincial
Council minister of fisheries Mr Deinswaran, who witnessed the excavation,
said the bones bore marks of torture. Local residents said that there were
signs that more skeletons were buried under the road, running parallel to the
excavated pit. The second largest camp of the occupying Sri Lanka Army in
Mannaar was located at the locality from 1993. 

Mass  grave s ite found near Maanthai Junc tion in Mannaar

In the meantime, residents of Veaddaiyaa-mu'rippu village, feared that some of
the Tamil youth reported abducted from their village by the SL military, were the
victims dumped in the mass grave. 

The excavation of mass grave was carried out with Mannaar Justice Ananthy
Kanagaratnam present at the site on Saturday and Sunday. The work was
expected to continue on Monday.

A Judicial Medical Officer from Anuradhapura inspected the skeletons on Sunday.

A temporary secretariat was to be established before further excavation, the
JMO has requested the courts, the SL police said adding that a team of experts
would have to be present to continue the exhumation. 
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Chronology:
17.01.14  Skull with open mouth adds to Mannaar killing fiel..
10.01.14  TNPF urges investigations on genocide since Britis..
08.01.14  32 human skeletons exhumed in Mannaar mass grave
06.01.14  26 victims exhumed, mass grave reveals torture, ex..
01.01.14  Human skeletons spotted inside well, bunkers in PT..
30.12.13  Colombo's motive of using China for forensic exami..
24.12.13  More skeletons to be exhumed from mass grave in Ma..
22.12.13  Colombo sabotages DNA testing on skeletal remains ..

Related Articles:
22.12.13   DNA testing, a persistent threat to Colombo on genocide culp.. 
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